Three-dimensional Representation Method Using Pressure, Time, and Number of Theoretical Plates to Analyze Separation Conditions in HPLC Columns.
There has been considerable discussion of the speed performance of HPLC separation, especially regarding the relationship between theoretical plates and hold-up time. The fundamental discussion focuses on the optimal velocity, u0,opt, which gives a minimal height equivalent to a theoretical plate of the van Deemter plot. On the other hand, Desmet's method, using the kinetic performance limit (KPL), calculates the highest performance with a constant pressure drop, without focusing solely on the optimal velocity. In this paper, a precise method based on the KPL is proposed, to understand how increasing pressure enhances both theoretical plates and hold-up time. A three-dimensional representation method that combines the pressure drop with two axes of time and theoretical plates will be useful for discussing the effect of pressure in pressure-driven chromatography. Using three dimensions, the methods based on u0,opt and the KPL can be combined, because u0,opt can be visualized three-dimensionally, including the neighbor of u0,opt; and the question of whether the KPL is an asymptotic or effective limit can be investigated. Three performances of high resolution, high speed, and low pressure can be understood on different packing supports at a glance.